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The fi rst step in this process was to develop a collaborative team, 
the I-70 East Preferred Alternative Collaboration Team (PACT), 
comprised of state and federal agencies, advocacy groups, 
and stakeholders from Adams County, Aurora, Commerce City, 

and Denver. Government agencies have identifi ed their PACT 
representatives and individuals representing corridor businesses, 
and residents have been selected at workshops that took place on 
July 14 and 16, 2010, respectively.

PACT Process

2009 2010 2011

July 2010-present:

PACT Meetings (10 meetings)
PACT meetings identified data needs to fully understand what is known about the alignment options; to understand the interests of all the 
stakeholders; to evaluate the two alignments against the PACT identified interests (neighborhood quality, transportation, environmental and 
economic development); and to select one alignment that seemed more promising to work on and gather public input before a final decision.

All PACT Meetings are open to the public

July 2010:

The Community Workshop determined there would be six community representatives: 
Elyria/Globeville (1), Swansea (1), Denver (1), Commerce City (2), Adams County (1), Aurora (1)

The Business Workshop determined there would be five business representatives: 
Denver (Swansea/Elyria/Globevile) (1), Commerce City (1), Adams County/Aurora (1), National Western Stock 
Show (1), and Colorado Motor Carriers (1)

December 2009-May 2010:

Worked with several stakeholders to 
address outstanding data questions

February 2010:

Membership Memo
Selection of PACT members was conducted by invited community representatives and business 
representatives at separate community and business workshops and interviews

October/November 2009: 

Assessment
Interviewed over 60 residents, neighborhood groups, businesses and business 
groups, local governments, state and federal agencies, and other interest groups

December 2009:

Collaborative Assessment Memo
Based on interviews, the memo indicated that a collaborative process was possible 
and that people were willing to work together starting with the DEIS alternatives

Members of the PACT have called the process: 
“deliberate,” “thoughtful,” “very conscious of neighborhoods,” “inclusive,” “working to make things better.”

We Are Here


